Parking for the BioGeometry Meeting on November 17-18, 2003

Visitor parking for the BioGeometry meeting will be in the new garage (PGIV) near the Bryan Center on Science Dr, indicated on the map as parking zone B. Entry is from Science Dr. Please note that a portion of Science Dr was removed to make way for a new building, and you can no longer drive from Research Dr onto Science Dr.

The map does not show walkways. After parking, step out of the garage onto Science Dr, turn right, walk to the traffic circle shown on the map, then follow the sidewalks and stairs to the LSRC Building.

**The Plan**

- If you need a parking space, email hodges@cs.duke.edu by Wednesday, November 12. Celeste will obtain visitor permits for those who notify her.
- Park in the PGIV garage on Science Dr, taking a time ticket as you enter.
- At the meeting, pick up your permits (one for each day) from Celeste.
- As you exit the garage, give the permit to the attendant in lieu of payment, along with the time ticket.